
Catalog priCes Change over time. For the most Current priCes Call us or visit our website.
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French Dimensions and Designer Liners are “puffy glazes” for raised design effects such as dots, stripes, squiggles, and outlines. You can use 
them over or under nonmoving glazes, and over or under each other. French Dimensions and Designer Liners are all food-safe, nontoxic, and 
nonhazardous when used under normal conditions. Even so, they may not be practical for use on surfaces in contact with food or drink. 

*Due to chrome pigment reformulations, it is recommended to use SW004 Zinc-Free Clear glaze, when firing to cone 6.

Mayco Designer Liners
When you buy ...  1-5 @ 6-11 @ 12+ @
1¼ oz ...............................$5.50 ........$4.40 .......$4.13

Duncan French Dimensions
When you buy ...  1-5 @ 6-11 @ 12+ @
1¼ oz ...............................$4.50 ........$3.60 .......$3.38

FD254 ....Black Licorice FD258 ....Pure White

Specialty Glazes

Liner Glazes

Mayco Sculpting Medium
Mayco’s Sculpting Medium is a dimensional 
“glaze” that creates a white, raised surface. 
Use it to add structured design elements to 
your work using stencils, lace and stamps. 
The recommended application thickness is 
between 1/16” to 1/8”. You can also apply 
Stoke & Coat over the medium to add color! A layer of clear 
over the top of this medium will help smooth rough surfaces.

When you buy ...  1-5 @  6-11 @ 12+ @
SG501 ......... 4oz ...............0$4.95..............$3.96 .......... $3.47
SG501P .......Pint  ..............$14.50 ........... $11.60 ........$10.15

FD254 FD258

Fired Snow 
Fired Snow adds dimensional texture that 
simulates the look of snow when fired. And it’s 
not just for Christmas decorations any more! 
Apply up to ¾” thick. Tint or accent the Snow
with translucent EZ Strokes to add color.

SY546  1-5 @ 6-11 @ 12+ @
4oz jar ............   $5.45 ........$4.36 ........ $4.09
Pint  ................$15.75 .....$12.60.......$11.81

SG302 1-5 @ 6-11 @ 12+ @
4oz jar ............. $5.45 ........$4.36 ........ $4.09

Snow
Duncan SY546

Snowfall
Mayco  SG302

SG401

SG406

SG402

SG407

SG403

SG408

SG404

SG409

SG405

SG410

Quantity discounts apply on 
multiples of the same item

Cobblestone Glazes
SG201 Black and SG202 White are nontoxic textural glazes that make raised irregular chip-like 
textures when applied over any nontoxic glaze before the glaze firing. Heavier application leads 
to larger chip sizes. Use only on the outside of food or drink containers. 

When you buy ... ............................    1-5 @   6-11 @   12+ @
SG201 or SG202  ............. (4oz) ............. 0$5.10 .......  $4.08 .......   $3.83
SG201P or SG202P .... .... (Pints) ........... $14.95 .......$11.96 ....... $11.21

SG201 Black 
applied over a 

white base 
glaze

SG202 White 
applied over a 

black base 
glaze

SG406 ......Brown*
SG407 ......Yellow
SG408 ......Orange
SG409 ......Bright Green
SG410 ......Bright Blue

SG401 ......Black
SG402 ......White
SG403 ......Red
SG404 ......Blue 
SG405 ......Green*


